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ABSTRACT

Purpose. To examine the inter-rater reliability and comparative validity of product-oriented and process-oriented measures of fundamental movement skills (FMS) among children with cerebral palsy (CP).

Method. Thirty children with CP aged 6 to 14 years (Mean=9.83 SD 2.5), and classified in Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) levels I-III performed tasks of catching, throwing, kicking, horizontal jumping, and running. Process-oriented assessment was undertaken using a number of components of the Test of Gross Motor Development (TGMD-2), while product-oriented assessment included measures of time taken, distance covered and number of successful task completions. Cohen’s Kappa, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, and tests to compare correlated correlation coefficients were performed.

Results. Very good inter-rater reliability was found. Process-oriented measures for running and jumping had significant associations with GMFCS, as did seven product-oriented measures for catching, throwing, kicking, running, and jumping. Product-oriented measures of catching, kicking, and running had stronger associations with GMFCS than the corresponding process-oriented measures.

Conclusion. Findings support the validity of process-oriented measures for running and jumping, and of product-oriented measures of catching, throwing, kicking, running, and jumping. However, product-oriented measures for catching, kicking, and running appear to have stronger associations with functional abilities of children with CP, and are thus recommended for use in rehabilitation processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Fundamental movement skills (FMS) are considered the essential basis for the development of more advanced and sport-specific motor skills [1]. FMS consist of two subgroups of skills that are performed in an upright or bipedal position: locomotor skills, and object control skills. Locomotor skills require overall movement of the body such as running and jumping [2,3]. In contrast object control skills, such as kicking, catching, and throwing, involve less whole-body translation and involve applying force to, or receiving force from, objects [1,4]. FMS are learned and acquired by children during the pre-pubertal years [5], and provide the essential foundation for the more complex actions [6] that underpin lifetime physical activity (PA) patterns [7]. High levels of FMS competence are considered to be prerequisite to the successful participation in sports and other types of regular PA [4,5], and past research has illustrated the positive association between FMS and PA levels in youngsters [2,8,9]. Since the ability to perform FMS has been identified as a potential factor that influences children’s PA, it is important that this be measured using valid and reliable instruments [8] both for typically developing children and for children with disabilities.

One of the standardized measures of FMS for children is the Test of Gross Motor Development (TGMD). The TGMD identifies gross motor skills delay, assesses individual progress, aids in the development and evaluation of instructional programs, and functions as a measurement tool for research [3]. This instrument has demonstrated high internal consistency (α > 0.80) and good content validity in that skills proficiency has been shown to increase in a linear manner with age [3,10]. It has also been used in studies involving children with different disabilities such as developmental coordination disorder (DCD) [11], intellectual disabilities [12], visual impairment [13], and autism spectrum disorders [14].

No studies, however, have been conducted to examine FMS in children with physical disabilities such as cerebral palsy (CP). FMS emerge within a dynamic system consisting of a specific task, a learner with specific characteristics, and a particular environment [15]. The biological factors associated with a physical disability result in a situation where the learner experiences motor constraints, which in effect, may retard the development of FMS in early childhood. Children with CP, in particular, are affected by impairments that affect their ability to control movement and
maintain stable positions [16]. While the hallmark of CP is a delay in the development of gross motor function [17], low levels of PA have also been observed [16,18] and related to motor functioning [19].

The nature and severity of the disturbance in motor function varies greatly in children with CP [20]. The Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) is the most widely-used classification system for the motor functioning of individuals with CP [21]. This standardized classification system emphasizes functions rather than limitations [22], has gained wide applicability, and has manifest consistency with the International Classification of Function, Health, and Disability (ICF) outlined by the World Health Organization [23]. GMFCS uses five levels that are based on differences in self-initiated movement, with emphasis on sitting and walking. It has also been validated against systematic and in-depth measures of gross motor abilities in children with CP [22], particularly measures of mobility skills and activities that require postural control [17,22].

FMS can be measured using product-oriented or process-oriented approaches [1]. Product-oriented assessments are based on time, distance, or number of successful attempts resulting from the performance of a skill. Process-oriented assessments, conversely, are concerned with how the movement skills are performed and these assessments can be advantageous in accurately identifying impaired skill components [3]. The process-oriented approach evaluates movement skills based on expected patterns at each stage of development [1]. This approach, however, may not be adequate to assess the FMS of children with CP, as their performance of FMS (as a consequence of impairments associated with their condition) may not be carried out using typical movement patterns. In such a case, product-oriented measures are likely to be consistent with the philosophy underpinning the ICF model, which emphasizes the output of an individual rather than how the method of performance compares against a pre-determined “normal” standard [24]. The ICF model characterizes human functions into two categories: body functions and structures, and activities and participation [25]. Body structures are anatomical parts of the body, body functions refer to physiological functions of body systems, activities refer to execution of a task or action within a domain, and participation is an individual’s performances in an actual life situation [26]. The components of human functions in this model have been made more specific for children through the ICF-CY (children and youth version) [27]. In the ICF-CY model, human function components account for developmental delay to serve as
a basis for identifying children with increased risks of disabilities. The participation component, in particular, emphasizes social play and school context. Process-oriented approaches that evaluate movement patterns of FMS performance can contribute to identifying and quantifying developmental delay. On the other hand, product-oriented approaches to quantify the output of FMS performance may contribute to a more meaningful understanding of factors that relate to the participation component of the ICF-CY model.

An instrument that assesses the quantity of motor tasks that a child can complete rather than the quality of its pattern is the Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM) [28]. It is a standardized instrument designed to measure motor function of children with CP in terms of five dimensions: lying/rolling, sitting, crawling/kneeling, standing, and walking/running/jumping. While GMFM is a quantitative measure of motor ability, the concept underlying it does not aim to test particular FMS such as throwing and catching [29].

Process-oriented FMS assessment, such as TGMD-2, can contribute to treatment planning as it identifies impairments [3]. Nevertheless, a product-oriented FMS testing strategy that can measure the output of a child with CP, rather than the manner of performance, appears to be desirable. While GMFM measures the extent of abilities instead of the pattern of movement performance, its dimensions do not go beyond the locomotor skills of walking, running, and jumping. Valid product-oriented measures may be crucial to examining the FMS proficiency of children with CP and how this proficiency changes in response to different interventions. It has been suggested that promotion of FMS may be a promising intervention towards facilitating adequate PA levels among children [30]. As we target FMS training among children with CP, skill-specific testing procedures will be highly useful if they can provide proficiency measures that directly relate to expected task performances when children participate in sports and recreation. Previous studies have shown that childhood abilities in kicking, catching, and overhand throwing are significant predictors of children’s PA [8] and physical fitness [31], and that jumping and running are the most commonly used locomotion skills in structured and unstructured play [32].

The purpose of the present study was to determine the inter-rater reliability and comparative validity of process-oriented and product-oriented FMS measurement procedures among children with
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CP. We used tests of associations to determine the cross-sectional convergent construct validity of product-oriented and process-oriented measures using GMFCS as a comparison measure. In the absence of a gold standard for measuring FMS proficiency in children with CP, GMFCS was selected as the comparison measure because it is the principal classification system of functional ability in this population. While GMFCS scores are ordinal in nature, it nevertheless provides a valid functional ability classification that reflects mobility skills and skills requiring postural control [17]. In this present study, we measured locomotor skills that result in overall movement of the body in space, and object control skills that require postural control in standing while applying or receiving forces from objects [1]. GMFCS has also been used as the criterion reference for testing the validity of other measurement scales used among children with CP [33]. Measurement scales for spasticity [34], manual dexterity [35], and motor ability [22] have all been developed and validated against GMFCS, but no scale has been found to focus on the evaluation of FMS. A valid approach at measuring FMS may contribute to understanding the domains of body structure and functions, and activities and participation in children with CP. As GMFCS provides a functional level classification system that is consistent with the ICF model, we hypothesized that product-oriented FMS measures would have significant associations with GMFCS functional levels amongst children with CP. We further hypothesized that the association of product-oriented measures with GMFCS would be significantly stronger than that of process-oriented measures, with the product-oriented measures predicted to be able to account for a greater amount of variance in the functional ability of children with CP than process-oriented measures.

METHODS

Study participants

Participants were a convenience sample of 30 children with CP (17 female, 13 male) aged between 6 to 14 years ($M = 9.83$ years, $SD = 2.5$ years). Inclusion criteria were the ability to walk with or without walking aids and to follow 2-step commands. Exclusion criteria included neurologic disease and any other medical conditions that limited participation in physical activities. The participant sample consisted of children classified in GMFCS levels I ($n=13$), II, ($n=10$), and III ($n=7$). Parents
provided written consent, and children gave verbal assent prior to study involvement. Ethical approval
was granted by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the university.

**FMS Assessment**

*Process-oriented scores*

The components of TGMD-2 that evaluate the five FMS were used for process-oriented measurement.
Each skill was evaluated in two trials, and skill performance was rated based on 3 to 4 qualitative
criteria, depending on the specific skill. The presence or absence of a criterion was scored 1 or 0,
yielding a maximum score of 3-4 per trial. The details are presented in Table 1.

*Product-oriented scores*

Performances of the two locomotor skills and the three object control skills were measured
using product outputs based on duration, distance, and number of successful attempts [1]. For
catching and throwing, product-oriented scores were measured based on the number of successful
performances of the task (n/5 trials), while the duration of task performance was measured for running
(average of 3 trials in seconds). While the duration of task performance clearly measures skills that
cover a pre-determined distance (e.g., running), it has been suggested that impairments in tone limit a
person’s ability to move quickly in complex tasks [36]. On account of this, duration of task
performance was considered to be a potential product-oriented measure for kicking and jumping since
the ability to move quickly may be relevant in the context of physical activity participation. As a
result, three different product-oriented measures were taken for kicking: successful foot contact with
the ball (n/5 trials), successful kick where the ball traveled at least 15 feet (n/5 trials), and duration of
task performance (average of best 2 trials in seconds). On the other hand, two measures were taken
for jumping: distance covered (average of best 2 trials in centimeters), and duration of task
performance (average of best 2 trials in seconds). The detailed testing protocol and measures are also
summarized in Table 1.
### Table 1 Testing protocol, product-oriented measures, and process-oriented criteria for the FMS tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMS</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Directions</th>
<th>TGMD-2 Process-oriented Criteria</th>
<th>Product-oriented Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Catch     | 10-inch plastic ball             | The child and the test administrator stand 15 feet apart. The ball is tossed in an underhand manner directly to the child with a slight arc aiming for his/her chest. The child is instructed to catch the ball with both hands. | 1. Preparation phase where hands are in front of the body and elbows are flexed.  
2. Arms extend while reaching for the ball as it arrives.  
3. Ball is caught by hands only. | Number of successful catches (n/5 trials) |
|           | 15 feet clear space              |                                                                           |                                 |                                                 |
| Overhand throw | Tennis ball                    | The child stands 15 feet away from a wall, and is instructed to throw the ball hard towards the wall. | 1. Windup is initiated with downward movement of hand/arm.  
2. Rotates hip and shoulders to a point where the non-throwing side faces the wall.  
3. Weight is transferred by stepping with the foot opposite the throwing hand.  
4. Follow through beyond ball release diagonally across the body toward the non-preferred side. | Number of successful throws where the ball reached the wall (n/5 trials) |
|           | 15 feet clear space              |                                                                           |                                 |                                                 |
| Run       | Two cones                        | The cones are positioned 15 feet apart, with 10 feet clear space before and after the cones. The child stands 10 feet away from the first cone. The child is instructed to run past the second cone, as fast as he/she can when the tester says “GO”. | 1. Arms move in opposition to legs, elbows bent.  
2. Brief period where both feet are off the ground.  
3. Narrow foot placement landing on heel or toe (not flat footed).  
4. Nonsupport leg bent approximately 90 degrees (close to buttocks). | Mean duration of run between two cones out of 3 trials (in seconds) |
|           | 35 feet clear space              |                                                                           |                                 |                                                 |
| Kick      | 12-inch rubber ball              | The child stands 20 feet away from a wall. The ball is placed between the wall and the child at a distance of 5 feet. The child is instructed to run/walk up and kick the ball hard towards the wall. | 1. Rapid continuous approach to the ball.  
2. An elongated stride or leap immediately prior to ball contact.  
3. Non-kicking foot placed even with or slightly back of the ball.  
4. Kicks ball with instep of preferred foot or toe. | Number of successful kicks where the child hit the ball with his/her dominant foot (n/5 trials)  
Number of successful kicks where the ball reached the wall (n/5 trials)  
Mean duration from start of run-up to contact of child’s foot and ball out of the best 2 trials (in seconds) |
|           | 20 feet clear space              |                                                                           |                                 |                                                 |
| Horizontal jump | 10 feet clear space            | The child stands just behind the starting mark of the 10 feet clear space. The child is instructed to jump forward as far as he/she can. | 1. Preparation phase where both knees are flexed, with arms extended behind the body.  
2. Arms extend forcefully forward and upward reaching full extension above the head.  
3. Take off and land on both feet simultaneously.  
4. Arms are thrust downward during landing. | Mean distance of space cleared by the jump from starting point to landing point out of the best 2 trials (in centimeters)  
Mean duration of time from preparation to landing out of the best 2 trials (in seconds) |

* Adapted with modifications from: Ulrich D. Test of Gross Motor Development. 2nd ed. Texas: Pro-Ed; 2000. The materials and directions are the same for both process-oriented and product-oriented assessments.

* Each process-oriented criterion is scored 1 when present, and 0 when absent. Each FMS is performed for 2 trials, thus, maximum possible total scores range from 6 to 8.

* One product-oriented score each for catch, throw, and run; three parameters for kick scores; two parameters for jump scores.
Comparison measure

Each participant was classified in the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) as levels I to III, and this was used as the criterion measure. GMFCS, a classification system designed for children with CP, uses 5 levels based on abilities in self-initiated movement and locomotion [22]. Level I denoted the ability to walk without any restrictions, Level II referred to walking with limitations when outdoors in the community, Level III referred to walking with assistive mobility devices, and Levels IV and V described mobility patterns where the children are in supported sitting and powered assistive technology are used.

Procedures

Testing procedures for the FMS assessment were adapted and modified from the protocols of the second edition of TGMD (TGMD-2) [3]. To adjust to the facilities in the study site, the materials were modified in terms of size of balls and available clear space. This was considered acceptable since we did not intend to analyze TGMD-2 scores against established norms. Participants were asked to engage in individual testing sessions, which included the performance of catching, throwing, kicking, jumping for distance, and running. For throwing and kicking, participants were instructed to use whichever side (left or right) that they felt would result in the best possible performance. Participants confirmed post-hoc, that each one used his/her dominant side. For participants with spastic hemiplegia, their dominant side was also their unaffected side. In kicking, those with hemiplegia used their unaffected side as the weight-bearing leg and the affected leg for the kicking action.

All data were collected on normal school days at special schools during a 30-minute break period. Sessions were conducted outdoors, in the school’s designated playground which had non-slip rubber mat surfaces to minimize injuries in case of falling or tripping. The playground was located in a square, at the center of the school buildings, which effectively blocked any significant wind movements that might have affected object control performance and also provided shade to the testing area. Testing days were conducted in the month of October, during which there was no rain and outdoor air temperature of 23-29 °C [37] fell within the comfortable range [38]. The designated testing section of the playground was enclosed by waist-level barriers, and only participants who were currently being tested were allowed in the area.
All tests were administered by the first author who is a qualified and experienced physiotherapist. Verbal instructions were given using a maximum of two-step commands, followed by demonstrations. Five trials were done for catching, throwing, and kicking, while three trials were done for jumping and running. In each of the skills, the last two trials were rated using process-oriented measures. All five trials for catching, throwing, and kicking were counted in determining the measures of successful performance. For measures of duration and distance, the average of the best two trials was taken.

The physiotherapist-in-charge of each participant was present during the testing sessions and recorded the product-oriented scores immediately after each trial. Video recordings were taken, which were later analyzed by the first author using both product-oriented and process-oriented parameters. A second rater conducted process-oriented assessment of the participants’ performances based on the video recordings. Both raters for process-oriented measures are physiotherapists with at least two years of clinical practice and are familiar with the use of TGMD-2 and GMFM. Calibration was established prior to analyzing the video recordings by having both raters review the criteria for overhand throwing in TGMD-2. Two children with CP who were not part of the study sample were subsequently evaluated by both raters, and results were found to be consistent.

Inter-rater reliability was examined using Cohen’s Kappa coefficient, and agreement between raters based on Kappa values was interpreted as follows: <0.20 as poor, 0.21-0.40 as fair, 0.41-0.60 as moderate, 0.61-0.80 as good, and >0.80 as very good [39]. Considering the relatively small sample size and that GMFCS scores are ordinal, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was computed for each process- and product-oriented measure and GMFCS. Associations of GMFCS with product-oriented and process-oriented measures for each tested FMS were compared using the statistical test to compare correlated correlation coefficients as suggested by Meng, Rosenthal, and Rubin [40]. One-tailed significance level was set at \( p < 0.05 \).

**RESULTS**

The median GMFCS classification level of the participants was I, with the range being I to III. Descriptive summaries (mean, 95% confidence interval, and standard deviation) of process-oriented scores are summarized in Table 2, while product-oriented scores are summarized in Table 3.
Table 2 Mean, 95% confidence interval (CI), and standard deviation (SD) of participants’ process-oriented scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMS (maximum score)</th>
<th>Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catching (6)</td>
<td>2.05 (1.08 – 3.02)</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing (8)</td>
<td>3.21 (2.34 – 4.08)</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (8)</td>
<td>3.79 (2.99 – 4.59)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running (8)</td>
<td>3.21 (2.00 – 4.42)</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping (8)</td>
<td>3.32 (2.36 – 4.27)</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Mean, 95% confidence interval (CI), and standard deviation (SD) of participants’ product-oriented scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMS (criterion)</th>
<th>Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catching (successful performances)</td>
<td>2.37 (1.50 – 3.24)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing (successful performances)</td>
<td>3.79 (2.90 – 4.68)</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (successful performances)</td>
<td>4.84 (4.67 – 5.00)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking where ball travelled 15 feet (successful performances)</td>
<td>4.26 (3.90 – 4.62)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (duration in seconds)</td>
<td>2.21 (1.8 – 2.59)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running (duration in seconds)</td>
<td>4.37 (3.58 – 5.16)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping (distance in centimeters)</td>
<td>71.89 (47.37 – 96.42)</td>
<td>50.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping (duration in seconds)</td>
<td>1.68 (1.36 – 2.01)</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability

Inter-rater reliability for the five process-oriented measures was found to be very good (Cohen’s Kappa: 0.875 – 0.907). Similarly, very good inter-rater reliability was found for the eight product-oriented measures (Cohen’s Kappa: 0.953 – 1.00).

Validity

Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients (r) and the coefficients of determination (R2) between GMFCS levels and process-oriented measures and product-oriented measures. Significant negative associations were found between GMFCS levels and process-oriented scores for running and jumping.
(both $p = 0.01$), explaining 24% and 26% of the variance in GMFCS levels respectively. For product-oriented measures, GMFCS levels were positively associated with kicking duration, running, and jumping duration; and were negatively associated with successful performance of catching and throwing, kicking distance, and jumping distance. All product-oriented measures except number of successful kick (contact between foot and ball) were found to have significant associations with GMFCS levels (all $p < 0.05$).

Comparison of dependent correlation coefficients showed that GMFCS levels had stronger associations with product-oriented than process-oriented scores in catching ($p = .005$), kicking duration ($p = .009$), and running ($p = 0.01$). Correlation coefficients between GMFCS and product-oriented and process-oriented scores in throwing, jumping, and two kicking parameters (contact and distance) did not show statistically significant differences. These are also shown in table 4.

**Table 4** Correlation coefficients ($r$) and coefficients of determination ($R^2$) between GMFCS levels and process-oriented and product-oriented scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMS</th>
<th>Process-oriented</th>
<th>Product-oriented</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$ ($R^2$)</td>
<td>$p$ (one-tailed)</td>
<td>$r$ ($R^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Control Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catching</td>
<td>-.152 (.02)</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>-.579 (.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing</td>
<td>-.124 (.02)</td>
<td>.257</td>
<td>-.33 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking</td>
<td>-.194 (.04)</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (contact)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.273 (.07)</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (distance)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.378 (.14)</td>
<td>.020$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kicking (duration)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.632 (.40)</td>
<td>.000$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotor Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running</td>
<td>-.488 (.24)</td>
<td>.003$^a$</td>
<td>.765 (.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping</td>
<td>-.506 (.26)</td>
<td>.002$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping (distance)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.464 (.28)</td>
<td>.005$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping (duration)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.516 (.46)</td>
<td>.012$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{a}$statistically significant

**DISCUSSION**

Current rubrics for measurement of function and abilities in children with CP still appear to be inadequate [41]. In particular, this study focused on measuring FMS for purposes of evaluating a child’s potential to participate in sports and recreation activities. Similar to validation studies of other measurement scales, we used GMFCS as the comparison measure to examine the validity of process-oriented and product-oriented measures for catching, throwing, kicking, jumping, and running skills.
Our results showed significant associations between GMFCS and process-oriented measures of running and jumping, and significant associations between GMFCS and product-oriented measures for all five skills. Furthermore, product-oriented measures for catching, kicking, running, and jumping were found to predict substantial (> 20%) variance in GMFCS levels, offering evidence of the validity of these measures for use among children with CP. GMFCS has been known to be consistent with the ICF model of classification [24], and comparisons of the measures for the tested FMS skills indicated that a product-oriented measurement approach may potentially have greater compatibility with the ICF model.

**Object control skills**

Catching may be described as a multi-segmental action of reaching and grasping [42], requiring coordination along with timing at the precise moment that the oncoming ball reaches the person [43]. Task success may be achieved in different ways. Individuals who catch a ball may do so using different movement patterns yet ultimately still receive the object using one or two hands. Thus, successful task performance (product-oriented) may occur even with developmentally delayed movement patterns (process-oriented). The findings of this study confirmed that product-oriented measures were reflective of functional level in children with CP.

The improvement of kicking skills among children has been documented to show decreased duration of the run-up phase [44]. Consistent with this, we found that children with higher levels of functional ability were able to perform kicking within a shorter duration. The faulty control of movement among children with more severe levels of CP impairment [16] may result in a longer duration of time required to perform complex tasks. As such, the measure of duration of task performance in kicking was also found to be more reflective of the functional level of children with CP, relative to a measure of kicking movement pattern. While we found that the ability to kick over a specified distance also had a positive association with the functional level of the participants, this product-oriented measure was not found to be significantly better than a process-oriented measure. The number of successful contact between the ball and the foot did not have a significant association with functional levels, possibly due to the narrow distribution of participants’ scores in this parameter.
This suggests that mere contact between a child’s foot and the ball while attempting to kick, does not reflect their functional abilities.

Successful task performance of overhand throwing was found to be associated with functional abilities, but to a weak extent such that this measure predicted only 11% of the variance in GMFCS levels. Overhand throwing is a complex task of energy generation and transfer from proximal body parts to distal part of the upper extremities [45], and this might well be affected by the impaired movement control of children with CP. It seemed that besides the actual throwing movement, other measures of performance (e.g., distance covered by the object that was thrown, accuracy of hitting a throwing target) might account for more variance of the functional levels of children with CP. This suggests that other product-oriented measures might be necessary to assess throwing. Alternatively, the relatively weaker association between throwing and GMFCS might also be explained by the fact that the classification of GMFCS levels is primarily related to self-initiated mobility [22]. While the optimum movement pattern of overhand throwing requires trunk rotation and leg movements, the main action involves arm and hand functions [3]. Consequently, successful performance of overhand throwing may have limited association with functional level.

**Locomotor skills**

Jumping has been known to be a required skill in a number of athletic pursuits, and the horizontal jump has been measured based on the distance covered from a starting line to the heel of the nearer landing foot [46]. While we found this measure to reflect the functional abilities of our sample, the duration of task performance appeared to be an equally valid measure of jumping. Similarly, running speed (duration of task performance) was found to be associated with functional level, with those with more severe CP impairments taking longer to complete the task. Greater levels of impairment, associated with the disordered control of movement among individuals with CP [20], may result in slower execution of locomotor skills, thus affecting the outcome in terms of duration.

Considering that the main impairment associated with CP relates to motor functioning and organization [20], it was expected that the movement patterns of the children with CP while performing FMS may not be developmentally mature and would result in poor FMS performance. Using the ICF model as a framework, we hypothesized that measures of FMS output (product-
oriented) may be more representative of the functional abilities of these children. We confirmed this hypothesis in three FMS using the number (catching) and duration (kicking, running) of successful task performance. While mature movement patterns are indicators of proficient FMS that may translate to successful participation in sports and physical activities [5], this does not necessarily mean that developmentally delayed movement patterns will prevent children’s engagement in games and sports.

**Limitations**

The FMS measures employed in this study were focused selectively on a sample of skills that have been found to be relevant in common sports. As such, the measures do not provide an overall evaluation of a child’s FMS proficiency. Furthermore, our inclusion criterion that the participants should be able to walk independently limited our sample to children who were within GMFCS levels I to III. While this was important in testing locomotor skills, we acknowledge that children in GMFCS level IV may actually participate in some object control skills while seated on a wheelchair. Further validation of FMS measures for wheelchair-bound participants may be of interest in relation to adapted sports in which children with CP may be engaged.

**CONCLUSION**

In applying the ICF model to children with CP, it has been argued that what an individual is able to do is more important than how the task is performed [24]. Consistent with this philosophy we used product-oriented measures that evaluated the task performance with observable data, and were not based on a pre-conception of what the most appropriate movement pattern would look like. Our findings demonstrated that product-oriented measures for catching, throwing, kicking, jumping, and running were valid in children with CP. We suggest that catching and throwing could be measured by the number of successful performances, while kicking by the duration of task performance. We also suggest that jumping could be assessed by the distance covered and the duration of task performance, and running by the duration of task performance over a set distance. These measures may be applicable even to typically developing children without concern for effects of bias related to pre-conceptions of what constitutes the ideal movement pattern.
Overall, we conclude that product-oriented measures appear to be more appropriate than process-oriented measures in testing catching, kicking, and running for children with CP. Product-oriented and process-oriented measures for jumping were found to be equally valid for the same population. While product-oriented measures for throwing were found to have significant associations with functional ability, these were not found to be significantly better than process-oriented measures, and thus require further examination. In the context of research, the use of tests is highly dependent on the purpose of a study [47]. The FMS measures that were validated in this study are geared for further research that would examine associations between FMS and PA levels. As such, we examined skills that children will use in sport and recreation activities.

The ICF-CY model has been found to be useful in guiding assessment, goal setting, treatment planning and monitoring, and outcome measurement in children [48]. Consistent with the ICF model of human functions, process-oriented FMS measures may contribute to the design of techniques and strategies that address developmental delay and impact body structures and functions, and activities. On the other hand, product-oriented FMS assessment evaluates outputs that may be relevant in facilitating heightened participation in social play and school-based games. Dynamic interaction exists between ICF domains of function such that participation restrictions may be inferred from impairments in body structures [23]. However, it has been emphasized that data on these constructs need to be collected independently in order to describe the full health experience [27]. It is thus suggested that product-oriented FMS measures such as those validated in this study contribute assessment data that are relevant in designing, implementing, and monitoring rehabilitation procedures. Moreover, combination of both process- and product-oriented approaches in FMS testing stands to generate a comprehensive understanding of FMS-related functional domains of a child with CP.
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